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EFFECT OF CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF STEEL ALLOYS
UPOM THE ULTIMATE STRENGTH
.
Object— The object of this thesis is to derive a
simple formula by means of which the ultimate strength of mild
basic open hearth steel, as manufactured by the South Chicago
Works of the Illinois Steel Company, and as representative of
the results obtained with Lake Superior ores at South Chicago,
may be ascertained when the chemical composition is Known. A
formula of this nature is of especial value to the steel manu-
facture, and to engineers, when an approximate value of the
strength of steel from any particular heat is desired.
It would be useless to collect from the pages of trade
papers, books, or the proceedings of scientific societies a mul-
titude of observations, and to attempt to derive a formula for
strength therefrom, for a combination of such results would
merely show a great variation and wide discrepancies. Cold
working, overheating, and many forms of heat treatment alter
the strength of steel. The quality of the raw material and
the method of manufacture must affect the properties of the
product. Values must rather be based upon tests of a large
number of heats from one plant ^made under conditions as nearly
uniform as possible.
Comparison of Former Tests— Although, it is only re-
cently that the microscope has opened new fields for investiga-
tion, it may be urged that the microscopic structure must be

taken into consideration in any formula giving the ultimate
strength, hut from the standpoint of the present research this
is unnecessary. The formula derived by Mr. H. H. Campbell
for steel of the Pennsylvania Steel Company clearly proves that
the above statement is true. A comparison of some of the re-
sults obtained by other investigators is given in the 'table be-
low .
Auth or C M P Pure Iron







Webster 800 3600 1500 given
Merriman 650 90 1000 38800
The values given in the table give the effect upon the ultimate
strength in lbs. par sq.inch for mQl% change in the amount of
each chomical element.
Test Pieces and Tests. The steel for this in-
vestigation and the chemical analysis of the same, -were furnish-
ed by the South Chicago Works of the Illinois Steel Company. .The
steel is all open hearth basic. The standard 8" test specimens
were used throughout the entire work, and were measured by means
of micrometers to the third decimal place. The specimens wera
grouped according to their carbon content, .and broken in regular
order begining with those containing the lowest per cent of car-
bon. The machine was regulated to pull the test pieces at a
uniform rate of one and eight hundredths (1.08) inches per min-
ute .
Method of Analysis. In the study of the results
of the tests the effect of carbon is determined, and then that
of manganese and phosphorus, but in order to find the value of

J.
carbon accurately it is esential to know the influence of both
manganese and phosphorus. This makes necessary the method of
successive approximations. The values found in the first ap-
proximations are used in the second, and so on until the chang-
es made in values are unimportant.
In the working up of the data, it is essential that
we first assume an approximate formula.' The one selected as
a basis was a slight variation of a formula derived by life*, H.
H. Campbell. Mr. Campbell *s formula was as follows;
S = 38800 -*- 65000C -+- 100000P -h 9000M 4- 4000GCM. After it was
decided to neglect the final factor of CM, a formula was tried
in which the assumed effect of manganese was made greater. Our
first formula was S = 38800 H- 6S000C +- 100000P -+- 25000M.
The plot was then made in which phosphorus was reduc-
ed to a common value of .030$and manganese to .45$ using car-
bon as abscissas. For heats in which the amount of phosphorus
was below .030$ the ultimate strength was increased 1000 lbs.
per .03$ and a c orrespon^^li^Vk^made when the value of phos-
phorus was greater than .03Q$ For heats in which the amount
of manganese was below .4 5^an increase of 250 lbs. per .Ol^was
made and a corresponding reduction for values over .45$ Through
the field of these points which were plotted a curve was drawn.
A second curve was made in which the values of mangan-
ese were used as abscissas and phosphorus treated as before.
Carbon was divided into two groups, one of .15^0 and one of .19^
C. For heats in which the value of carbon fell below the a-
verage chosen, an increase of 650 lbs. per .Ol^was made and cor-
responding reductions were made when the values were above the
\
chosen average.
A tnird plot was tnen made in which the values of
phosphorus were used as abscissas and manganese trsated as in
the first case. Carbon was all reduced to a common value of
•17$and the same allowance made for changes from this common
value
.
A curve was then plotted for each sheet and the slope
of it determined- The slope of the carbon curve checked well
with the formula and seemed to show that the correct allowance
had been made for carbon. The curve for manganese was too
steep and showed that an excessive allowance had been made for
that component. The phosphorus curve was also too steep and
proved that the value given to the effect of the phosphorus was
at least twice as great as it should be. Therefore a new form-
ula was tried in which the allowance for the effect of carbon
remained the same, that for manganese was changed from 250 lbs.
per .01/oto 175 lbs . per .Ol/and that for phosphorus was changed
from 1000 lbs. per .OlXto 500 lbs. per .0$ A change in the
value assigned to pure iron was made and was changed from 38800
lbs. to 40^00 lbs.. The effect of these changes was to make
the formula read thus, S = 40200
-f- 65000C 4- 50000P + 17500M.
Results— These changes in the formula made it ne-
cessary to recalculate the values for the ultimate strength for
each heat and curves were plotted as before but different val-
ues for the effect of manganese and phosphorus were taken as
shown above, Manganese being changed from 250 lbs. per .01%
to 175 lbs. per .Oll^and phosphorus from 1000 Ins. per .01 to
500 lbs. per .01% The curves obtained by plotting these re-

suits agreed varj closely with the formula and a close inves-
tigation proved that the allowance made for each component was
as nearly accurate as could be found.
Below each curve a straight line is drawn on which
are plotted the 4- and — deviations from the curve at each point
These lines show how well the final formula fits the steel used
in this work.
In making the final plot for sheet 1 .pp.11 a table w
made out in the following manner;- all groups of heats in which
the amount of carbon was the same were placed together and the
number of specimens from each heat were shown. The average
value of each heat was then determined. The value for each
heat was then reduced according to its chemical x^mpos it ion to
a common value of phosphorus .OSO^and manganese .-4^ An allow-
ance of 500 lbs. per .Ol/was made for phosphorus and an allow-
ance of 175 lbs. per .Q3$was made for the effect of manganese
as has been described before. The value as determined by the
formula for each point on the curve was then inserted in the
table in the column *By Formula" . The difference between the
value as determined by averaging tne heats and as found by the
formula was put in the column headed "Difference".
Below this plot, a straight line was drawn and for
each point on the curve a point was placed showing the varia-
tions of the actual strength from the value found by formula.
A table similar to this was drawn up from manganese.
In this table, the heats were grouped according to their man-
ganese component and reductions vere made as described for the
carbon. An allowance of 650 lbs. per .Ol^was made for carbon
V
and 500 lbs. per .01% of phosphorus. The carbon was subdivided
into two groups, on 9 o, .15% and one of .19%. The column marked
difference was rilled in as before, and the straight line plotted
with the difference for each point shown.
A third table for phosphorus was made similar to the
one just described except that all tha carbon was reduced to a
common value of .17%.
The maximum and minimum variations from the formula are
shown on the line of variation beneath the plotted curve in each
of the three casis. The maximum variation for any heat is shown
to be 1620 lbs. per sq. inch, but the average variation is less
than 100 lbs. per sq . inch.
Conclusion:- The formula, B-40200+65000C+50000P+17500M
expresses the strength of the steel tested. As has been shown,
the range of variation from this formula is about 1500 lbs. per
sq . in., and the average variation is about 100 lbs. per sq. inch.
It is believed that the tests and the formula deduced from them
may be considered to be representative of basic open hearth steel
made from Lake Superior ores by the process used at the South
Chicago V/orks . The equation expresses th3 influence of the chem-
ical elements tobe as follows:
*01% increase in carbon increases the strength 650 lbs. per sq.m.
.01/= " phosphorus n " " 500 " " "
.01% " " manganese " 11 175 11 " "
It should be added that these values may not be applic-
able outside the range of the chemical composition of the pieces
used. Carbon ranges from .14% to .23%.
Phosphorus « " .10% to .60%.
Manganese " " .3 0% to .52?g.

Chemical Analysis of Heats.
Heat C. S. P. M. Heat G. S. P. M.
1490 .15 .037 .029 .46 0020 .17 .029 .010 .32
1493 .21 .037 .020 .38 0022 .14 .042 .022 .40
1495 .19 .047 .033 .38 1518 .16 .037 .023 .43
2344 .19 .028 .010 .40 1527 .16 .039 .029 .51
3581 .19 .040 .017 . .38 1514 .19 .037 .019 .44
3583 .19 .038 .018 .38 1526 .20 .043 .025 .45
3584 .23 .036 .015 .38 1528 .14 .033 .023 .44
4506 .16 .036 .025 .42 2400 .20 .048 .028 .46
4508 .20 .039 .026 .41 2407 .20 .029 .022 .48
4511 .18 .033 .011 .33 2404 .16 .030 .028 .35
5610 .19 .038 .027 .39 2399 .19 .029 .020 .47
5611 .15 .047 .021 .35 2405 .17 .032 .021 .46
5612 .17 .028 .023 .33 2408 .22 .034 .026 .49
5614 .18 .035 .019 .37 2410 .18 .037 .019 .39
6744 .21 .034 .012 .33 2406 .21 .036 .018 .40
6745 .24 .031 .015 .35 3606 .19 .049 .028 .49
6746 .23 .031 .017 .35 3608 .20 .052 .015 .43
7019 .19 .038 .033 .48 3603 .15 .058 .018 .41
7020 .17 .049 .040 .46 3611 .21 .032 .019 .46
7021 .17 .048 .032 .45 3612 .18 .042 .022 .39
7022 .21 .040 .025 .40 3614 .23 .031 .015 .35
7023 .18 .036 .022 .40 4515 .19 .063 .039 .41
7024 .17 .033 .018 .37 4530 .18 .038 .027 .49
8795 .15 .036 .021 .37 5588 .23 .039 .011 .46

Hsat C. S. P. M. Heat C . S. P. M.
7058 .21 .057 .047 .41 5635 .19 .070 .015 .45
8798 .17 .031 .020 .39 5641 .18 .044 .020 .42
9893 .17 .045 .023 .39 5642 .19 .037 .024 .42
9894 .17 .038 .032 .43 5643 .20 .040 .023 .45
9896 .15 .038 .034 .49 6763 .18 .030 .016 .33
0017 .18 .035 .016 .46 0026 .25 .033 .024 .42
6765 .17 .032 .016 .32 3586 .18 .046 .020 .46
6772 .20 .055 .010 .39 3589 .20 .037 .026 .43
6775 .23 .042 .025 .45 3585 .21 .046 .026 .45
6776 .15 .039 .023 .33 3582 .18 .030 .025 .36
7/031 .19 .047 .020 .43 4516 .24 .040 .031 .41
7040 .18 .040 .032 .41 4501 .20 .029 .018 .44
7045 .18 .067 .053 .41 4510 .23 .024 .024 .41
8785 .18 .043 .030 .50 4512 .20 .030 .017 .33
9875 .21 .033 .020 .49 4507 .20 .041 .030 .46
9914 .16 .032 .011 .51 4509 .17 .042 .022 .34
9915 .18 .062 .046 .43 5552 .22 .044 .014 .45
9916 .18 .031 .016 .41 5615 .18 .035 .022 .48
0012 .20 .041 .030 .56 5616 .23 .032 .025 .46
0035 .21 .031 .010 .41 5618 .19 .034 .013 .51
0038 .20 .042 .040 .38 5608 .14 .048 .060 .49
0033 .19 .033 .013 .37 6742 .19 .029 .023 .39
0042 .19 .037 .018 .42 6750 .23 .036 .023 .47
0043 .28 .044 .029 .46 6751 .17 .030 .020 .42
0047 .22 .029 .030 .49 7026 .15 .052 .044 .47
1501 .20 .037 .020 .37 7014 .25 .043 .032 .43

9.
Heat G . S. P. M. Heat C. s. P. M.
1496 .19 .045 .025 .35 7075 .19 .043 .021 .43
1491 .19 .035 .019 .38 7025 .19 .043 .021 .43
1492 .14 .034 .029 .39 7015 .17 .035 .030 .53
1494 .18 .047 .021 .37 8419 .17 .058 .017 .53
2349 .20 .043 .032 .55 8800 .19 .037 .040 .30
2361 .19 .048 .012 .40 8799 .17 .025 .023 .47
3588 .17 .037 .021 .35 9899 .18 .041 .021 .31
3587 .20 .038 .023 .41 9898 .19 .033 .025 .48
3554 .23 .025 .010 .42 9958 .18 .030 .019 .45
9895 .20 .037 .027 .38 5625 .22 .049 .020 .49
9897 .20 .046 .033 .49 5626 .17 .037 .010 .32
9874 .21 .027 .016 .39 5628 .21 .047 .017 .35
9892 .19 .042 .020 .49 5627 .17 .046 .027 .39
9889 .17 .030 .013 .31 5624 .18 .066 .014 .43
9530 .21 .043 .013 .42 5651 .17 .040 .009 .46
9798 .18 .040 .012 .47 5619 .19 .047 .021 .38
9618 .20 .023 .010 .36 5621 .18 .042 .029 .49
9891 .22 .060 .019 .46 5622 .19 .035 .025 .41
0025 .14 .028 .018 .40 5522 .22 .044 .014 .45
0027 .25 .033 .018 .41 6754 .21 .031 .014 .43
0021 .19 .028 .014 • «-»<_> 6756 .16 .056 .030 .47
1502 .22 .040 .028 .48 6759 .21 .032 .010 .40
1505 .20 .040 .028 .45 6755 .19 .033 .013 .33
1507 .20 .045 .018 .42 6760 .18 .049 .015 .40
1503 .20 .029 .03 6 .49 6753 .21 .062 .040 .45
1510 .16 .038 .017 .31 6666 .22 .055 .012 .52

Heat C. S. P. M. Heat G. S. P. M.
1508 .18 .036 .015 .40 6749 .14 .02 8 .011 .30
1504 .20 .036 .023 .40 6757 .20 .048 .036 .38
3592 .16 .034 .014 .39? 6736 .21 .038 .021 .46
3593 .21 .055 .022 .43 6752 .21 .044 .027 .37
3 597 .23 .042 .022 .40 7027 .17 .037 .023 .38
3 591 .16 .040 .019 .44 7028 .22 .037 .016 .43
4520 .23 .050 .013 .32 7029 .16 .033 .024 .37
4521 .18 .037 .029 .45 4519 .22 .039 .019 .43
4525 .21 .045 .030 .44 8797 .17 .028 .018 •33
4517 .21 .049 .027 .41 9900 .18 .028 .031 .52
5554 .22 .042 .014 .47 9905 .16 .027 .016 .34
5661 .19 .030 .012 .42 9877 .15 .031 .028 .31
9907 .19 .039 .033 .47 9904 .20 .039 .014 .42
9895 .20 .037 .027 .38 9802 .18 .039 .013 .4O
9903 .17 .025 .023 .38 9901 .25 .044 .022 .40
9902 .17 .028 .022 .37 0028 .20 .052 .044 .43
0029 .21 .044 .027 .41 0030 .21 .032 .022 .43
0002 .18 .029 .022 .39 0013 .20. .034 .015 .46
0045 .23 .030 .021 .43 0044 .16 .053 .029 .49
0034 .24 .033 .024 .46 0041 .19 .033 .008 .32




























14 11 .022 .40 60650 60000 +650 +60000
0025 2 .018 .40 62000 ii -1-2000
1492 2 .029 .39 575000 ii -2 500
5608 2 .060 .40 57200 ii -2800
6749 1 .011 .30 55700 it -4300
1528 1 .023 .44 58200 a -1800 -4450
15 7026 4 .044 .47 61850 60500 +1350 +60500
9896 3 .034 .49 58250 ii -2250
8795 2 .021 .37 58000 ti -2500
9915 1 .046 .43 57150 -3350
1490 1 .029 .46 60500 ii
3592 1 .014 .39 66500 ii +6000
7028 1 .016 .43 62550 ii +2050 +1300
16 1510 2 .015 .40 64250 61000 +3250 + 61000
3591 3 .019 .44 56500 ii -4500
4506 5 .025 .42 60100 M -900
6756 4 .030 .47 60250 tf -750
7029 2 .024 .37 59400 H -1600
9905 1 .016 .34 60850 II -150
2404 1 .028 .3 5 60500 II -500 -4450
17 5612 6 .023 .33 58350 61500 -3150 +61500
4509 10 .022 .34 61300 ii -200
8798 7 .020 .39 59400 a -2100
7024 6 .018 .37 607 00 n -800
3588 6 .021 .35 60200 ii -1300

















17 7020 4 .040 .46 59000 61500 -2500
8799 14 .023 .47 62700 u +2200 -12050
18 4511 2 .026 .33 67250 62000 -15250 +-62000
7023 6 .022 .40 62250 +250
3612 1 .022 .39 69500 ti +7 500
6763 1 .016 .33 64100 u +2100
7045 2 .053 .41 60450 H -1550
9915 1 .046 .43 57150 II -4850
9916 3 .016 .41 58400 ft -3600
1494 2 .021 .37 62250 11 +250
3582 14 .025 .3 6 67250 II +5250
9899 5 .021 .31 68700 II 48700
5615 6 .022 .48 60600 II -1400
3)586 2 .020 .46 61200 tl -800
8785 1 .030 .50 59600 II -2400
9958 1 .019 .45 66300 tl +4300
9900 8 .031 .52 59850 It
•
-2150 +21450
19 3581 2 .017 .3 8 65825 62500 +332 5 +-62500
3583 4 .018 .38 59525 ti -2975
5610 3 .027 .3 9 59900 ti -260 G
4515 1 .039 .41 69650 +7150
7031 1 .020' .43 64750 ti +2250
1491 1 .019 .38 64275 it +177 5
6742 3 .033 .39 61500 « -1000
7075 1 .021 .43 63800 it +-1300


















19 8800 4 .045 .30 67570 62500 +5070
9892 16 .020 .49 63 000 u +500
5635 1 .015 .45 63150 II +650
20 9897 3 .033 .49 60300 63000 +2700 +53000
2407 5 .022 .48 65600 w +2600
4507 3 .030 .46 64800 tt +1800
3 5 87 2
-
.023 .41 60700 u -2700
4508 2 .026 .41 65700 II +2700
1504 1 .023 .40 64525 II +152 5 +8625
21 7022 9 .025 .40 59125 63700 -3575 —63 700
1493 3 .020 .38 63325 ii -3 75
6744 2 .012 .33 66300 ii +2600 -1350
22 7028 2 .016 .43 68950 64200 +4750
4519 3 .019 .43 64100 ii -100
6666 1 .012 .52 64400 ii +200
1502 5 .028 .48 60900 u. -33 00
9891 r-5 .019 .4b 63400 II -800
5552 3 .017 .4 5 69000 M +4800
2399 1 .020 .49 66950 II +2750 +8300
23 6750 3 .023 .47 67250 65000 -2250
6746 1 .017 .55 65900 ii +900
2 .013 .42 62375 ti -2625












































•oU o q c\r\ooUU 4 •jl&i A F\ C\ 58200 59000 pnn—ouu
• 6 U a.i a a ± • 1*1 m i 53000 57000 -wuu 1 9f>n
"*1 loiu OCr • JLO • UX f 62900 57000 r oi7u kj +RQnr>
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3 581 2 .19 .017 64450 60300 -l 4-1 50
3583 4 .19 .018 58200 60300 -2100
1491 4 .19 .019 63000 60300 + 2700 42750





















.39 1492 2 .14 . 029 56300 58500 -23 00
6742 3 .19 .023 60850 60500 -1-3 50
3592 4 .16 .014 57000 58500 -1500 -1500
.40 0022 11 .14 .022 58400 58700 -300
0025 2 .14 .018 59500 58700 +800
1504 1 .20 .023 63300 60500 + 2800 +1100
.41 4508 2 .20 .026 60000 60800 -800
4515 1 .19 .039 62150 60800 4-1150
7045 2 .18 .053 61300 60800 +500
9916 3 .18 .010 55550 60800 -5250 -1100
.43 9915 1 .18 .046 58250 61000 —2750
7075 2 .19 .021 62250 61000 +1250
7025 2 .19 .021 65000 61000 +400C
4519 3 .22 .019 62450 61000 +1450
7028 2 .22 .016 60250 61000 -750
0045 1 .23 .021 60250 61000 -750 +2450
.44 1528 1 .14 .023 59000 59400 -400 -400
.45 7021 10 .17 .032 57400 59500 -2100
5635 1 .19 .015 60400 61200 -800
3585 1 .21 .026 57000 61200 -4200
5552 3 .22 .014 68000 61200 +6800
9950 1 .18 .019 65800 61200 + 4400 +1220
.46 0017 1 .18 .016 58950 61400 - 2450
9891 5 .22 .019 62400 61400 +1000





















.46 4507 3 .20 .030 65200 61400 +3800
3586 2 .18 .020 60800 61400 -600 +110
.47 6750 3 .23 .023 66700 61600 +5100
7026 4 .15 .044 61800 60000 +1800
8799 14 .17 .023 62700 • 60000 +2700 +32GO
.48 1507 3 .22 .028 60200 61800 -1600
5615 6 .18 .022 60850 61800 -950
2407 5 .20 .022 60000 61800 -1800
7019 2 .19 .033 62550 61800 +750 -900
.49 9896 3 .15 .034 58500 60300 -laoo
9875 1 .21 .020 69000 62100 +6900
5608 2 .14 .060 58700 60300 -1600
5625 2 .22 .020 66300 62100 +4100
5621 1 .18 .029 63100 62100 +1000 +1720
.50 8785 1 .18 .030 61500 62300 -800 -800
.52 9900 8 .18 .031 62700 62500 +200










































9916\J v> _X_ VV 3 .18 .41 55500 59500 -4000 -40 00
.011 6749 1 .30 53000 59500 —6500 -6500
.012 6744 2 .21 .33 60050 59700
-f-350
.012 6666 1 .22 .52 64700 59700 +5000 +2675
.014 0021 1 .19 .35 59250 59900 —650
.014 3 592 4 .16 .39 57000 59900 -2900
• 014 5552 3 .22 .45 68000 59900 +8100 +1500
.015 5635 1 .19 .45 60400 60000 + 400 +400
.016 6763 1 .18 .33 59100 60000 -900
.016 7028 2 .22 .43 60250 60000 -250
.016 0017 1 .18 .46 58950 • 60000 —1050 — 57J0
.017 1510 2 .16 .31 62900 60100 +2800
.017 4512 1 .20 .33 54050 60100 -6050
.017 6746 1 .23 .35 582 50 60100 -1850
.017 3581 2 .19 .38 64450 60100 +4350 -190
.018 7024 6 .17 .36 58200 60100 -1900
.018 3583 4 .19 .58 58200 60100 -1900
.018 0025 2 .14 .40 59500 60100 -600 -1476
.019 1491 4 .19 .38 63000 60200 + 800
.019 4519 .22 .43 62450 60200 + 22 50
.019 9958 1 .18 .45 65800 60200 — 5600
.019 9891 5 .22 .46 62400 60200 + 2200 — QO
• \JCju
. JO 62100 60300 + loUU
.020 3 586 2 .18 .46 60800 60300 + 500
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.020 5625 .22 .49 66300 t6000 +4150
.021 5611 1 .15 .35 60000 60400 -400
Q<21 3588 6 .17• JL * 35• vy \~J 58600 60400v<* vyrr V-' vy —1800
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.023 1528 1 .14 .44 OO Vy Vy V/ 60800vy vyvy wvy —1600j- vyw v-
.023 6750 3 .23 .47 v>vy r \J\-s vywu vy v> 4- 6100( vy -L. vyvy
.023 8799 14 .17• JL r 47 62700V/O / vy Vy 606OO -(-2100r *y _i_ vy vy 4-750|^ r tyJVy
.024 7029 3 .16 .36 58600Uwv> vy vy 60800vy v> vy vy — 2200 -2200
.025 3582 14 .18 .36 60000V_> V-/ V> V> V> 60900v vy *y vy \y —900 - 900
.026 4508 2, .20• *w» V.* .41• JL. 60000vyw v> v> 60900vy vy *y vy v^ -1000 -2500
.026 3585 1 .21 .45 57000 60950vyuw vy vy —4000
.027 5610 3 .19 .39 58950 60950\y w t—/ v/ vy -2100 —2100
.029 1492 2 .14 .39 56300 61000. —4900
.029 5621 1 .18 .49 63000 61000 -1800 -1550
.030
1



















.030 87 85 1 .18 .50 61500 61000 +500
.031 9900 8 .18 .52 62700 61000 -HI700 +1100
.032 7021 10 .17 .45 57400 61000 -3600 -3600
.033 1495 1 .19 .3)8 67500 61000 +6500 46500
.034 9896 3 .15 .49 58500 61000 -1500 -1500
.039 4515 1 .19 .41 62150 61050 +1100 -+1100
.040 7020 4 .17 .41 59600 61100 -1500 -1500
.044 7026 4 .15 .47 61800 61200 +600 +600
.046 9915 1 .18 .43 58250 61400 -2150 -2150
.053 7045 2 .18 .41 613 00 62000 -700 -700















.365 X .2.010 • too 9R99 A 9A. 0>0\J\J\J
.241 X 2.014 AP.A JLCriO U 9 P. oouuu E»AAAAOftUUU
fi*7AQ
.368 X 1.523 • OOJL onm A <oO t^O AAA
.333 X 2.013 A r/n 2 QA1 n 9Q A"2,! AAftOJ. UU KQiAAA
UUo<o .352 X 2.023 OQOOfl *tooy u onCj 1 A AAAAftUDUU AAAAO
aaoo
.367 X 2.010 •?a a fOUU a*?o c; a OQ •2 ryz AAO fO UU CQCAAOoOUU
A A.O O
.359 X 2.021 OOOCCA A OQT A OQ IOCAA/oUu 091UU
aaoo
.305 X 2.029 ao a 0O6 /U .3/0 OU k >ii aa^Cj+j UU CAT AADU1UU
AAOCUU^SD .380 X 2.015 oca. IDO O Q*^ AA 4 OoDU O00UU C AAAA
hook
.362 X 1.529 •DO O conn0O0UU 0*fc_LftU O Q A A C; AA. R.1 O AAOJL^UU
AAOOUUoo .485 X 1.522 . /4U A AQAAftUoUU /y|l on<t4JL^U T ICT AA3 OlUU rr r\ or»AO9ot)0
.496 X 2.019 T AAi. .uu *x m%fyaaOA /UU ct ao aa 2 / 33700 r% aa r\r\60200
.619 X 2.013 T OA A A ACA cm ca O A 35600 55900
aaoo
.492 X 2.030 T AAJ. .UU "I 17AO A A AOCViA (in<S / 37000 60800
aaoo
.489 X 2.018 •oof "*A RQflOft 00U COCAAOOO UU O R cr "2 aAOOO UU CAR AAoyo uu
OvJCO .489 X 2.018 .899 37000 60290 OA O /DUU AT AAAOiUUU
J.I06 .442 X 2.029 .899 32180 52270 OQ "2 CQAA CZ Q*2 AAOoo UU
.469 X 2.012 .940 37070 53780 OQ, ffcUOUU RTT AA
Carbon .15
5668 .471 X 2.016 .949 34680 54200 27 36500 57600
7026 .232 X 1.997 .462 22270 30170 25 49000
7026 .233 X 2.000 .466 20740 29940 25 44300 64100
9896 .362 X 2.012 .728 27540 43170 28 37800 58300
7026 .360 X 2.016 •724 28750 45800 27 39700 58300
Note- Se .- Lbs. per sq. in. at Elastic Limit.
Su.- " » » » Ultimate Strength.







o3 . oil .
» OOKJ -X J. . OO \J .551 22680 33280 22 41000 603 00
9026 •243 x 1 .993 .485 21910 29460 25 45200 60800
7026 .310 T 1.996 .619 24450 32730 30 39600 52900
5611 -367 -** 2 .016 .744 26530 40180 27 35600 56000
3592 .423 y-A, 2 . 025 .856 34200 50430 29 39900 58800
9915 .351 Y 2 .000 .702 27130 45790 24 38600 65000N-^
6736 .433 2 010 .870 30170 52370 30 34650 60000
9877 .383 -A. 2 .00^ .768 28810 42100 28 37600 54850
8795 • S w '-J y 2 .016 .980 35370 57750 26 36000 59000
9686 .491 Y 2 .013 .990 41020 58550 26 415 0Q 58600
9896 V 2.033 1.02 42280 6113 20 41350 60000
8796 .571 Y 2 .019 1.15 44000 64530 27 43350 63500
1490 .665 A 2 .012 1.335 46360 73540 30 34620 55000
8795 .561• W V-/ JL x 2 .018 1.13 39590 60280 31 35000 53400
7028 .491 Y 2 .018 1.00 37180 60340 27 37180 60340
9896 ,AQ£ x 1.530 .755 30960 44470 26 41000 58800
Garbon.16
7029 .303 y.A. 1 .995 .605 24450 32460 40500 53500
4506 .348 v 2 .015 .701 25110 3S280 29 358u 54700
3592 .426 x 2 .032 .866 30750 49090 31 35400 57800
1518 .479 2 .025 .970 32500 54460 28 33500 56200
1510 .368 Y 2 .019i .744 30540 45740 27 41000 61500
1510 .372 yA. 2 .036O • \J\J \J .756 34740 45850 25 45800 60700
9614 .444 YA 2-017 .894 33460 46080 31 37400 51800
4506 .366 Y 2 .038 .744 26990 42160 30 36200 56900
4506 .360 X 2.009 .724 27790 45590 26 38200 62800
9776 .568 X 2.011 1.14 43950 67440 27 3 8400 59200











9 OP5<0 . WOO .905 33560 53120 30 37100 58900
4506
•
.475 Y 2.021 .962 32960 56750 25 34000 59000
3592 •425 2 .037 .865 31710 48920 28 36600 56500
3592 .440 x 2 ,029 • 894 32080 53230 28 35000 59900
9905 -486 A. 2.016 .979 34710 52520 31 35600 52500
7029 .501•O -J- Y 2 .GOO 1,002 34880 61870 26 34880 61870
9905 .525 x 2 .000 1 .15 37640 60020 29 32600 52500
6756 • — Y 2 .000 1.022 43080 63350 23 42400 62100
6756 .599 Y 1 .535 .918 36100 54320 29 39400 59200
3592 . 593 Y 2 .023 1.20 41080 68440 32 34200 57100
4506 .498 YA 2 .015 1 .000 39360 61980 25 39360 61980
9905 .491 V 2 .009 ,986 37550 59250 08 38000 60000
7029 V"A. 2 .003 ,981 36000 57470 30 36600 58500
1518 4R0 VJ*. 2 - 021£_/ ik V > tLf -L. ,970 36860 54590 28 38000 56200
3591 .485 x 2,034 ,985 38630 63410 22 39200 64200
3591 .597 x 2 .022 1.20 40070 61860 31 33400 51600
3591 .597 x 2 ,013 1.20 37280 61150 28 31000 51000
9776 .545 Y4* 2 .015 1 .10 46180 68750 27 42000 62500
9905 •528 X 2 .005 1.06 44750 61610 27 42000 57900
2404 .684 X 1.998 1.37 82620 28 60100
6756 .650 X 2.000 1.30 50660 79100 29 39000 61000
Carbon .17
7021 .296 x 2.018 .597 23570 34540 30 39600 58100
7020 .346 Y 2 .008 .694 29560 42450 28 42500 60900
7020 .237 X 2.015 .476 21350 26830 31 44800 56600
5612 .233 X 2.014 .470 20760 25140 36 44000 53 500
4509 .234 X 2.021 .473 21000 26300 31 44500 55700

27
Siza Ac* 9a 1J J. . o L . Cj± ORg . 0'3 .
4509ty) \JkJ •223 X 2.027 .453 22900 29960 28 50700 66O00
4509 X O AO /~\2.020 .4 73 20170 26010 30 42700 55100
•299 X 2 .018 .603 24960 37830 28 41300 62700
4-509
•298 X 2.015 .6G1 24500 333GOw «y *> VkJ- Vy 32 40600 555QC
8798 .281 X 2 .012 .566 22420 31040 29 39500 55000up v_/vy vy^*y
8797 •£Q» X 2 • U±l .521 20300 27920 30 38800 53500
4509 •292 X 2 .023 .591 24000 36530 27 40600 61800
W ff *_>-!_ • 311 X 2.013 .626 27470 3802ty U v/C> vy ^9 4360OTT«_/ V> x> 60800
• 277 X 2 ,022 .661 26700 32090 38 405O0 48600Ti vy vy
4509 *z r\r\•oUU X O /"VJ o2 • U22 .606 23880 33200 32 39500 54800
4509 •zoo X 1 «Ol4 •488 20250 27580 23 41500 56400
8799V-F ff <y •345 X 2 ,o43 .705 28830 47030 30 40900Jt xy«y \/\/ 67000
8799 .313 X 2,040 .640 24890 36420 28 389O0VJW V> 56900
5612 •227 X 2 •019 •462 19470 25180/O s>-> _l_ Vy V/ 32 421 00 UT;UUW
6765 •331 X 2»017 .667 26030 38000 30 3Q1 OO S7000t-l / xy vyvy
7024 ^2 r\•369 X 2 .049 .756 28400^jkjjz v/ vy 42140 2Q; t>U«? vyvy
7020 •347 X 2.012 .698 30660v \a/v vy 42960 26 43700 61 1 OOVy" JL _L Vy Vy
4509 •3 67 X 2023 .740 26620 4113 30 36000 tJOvy' vyvy
7024 2 O O•37 / X 2.U30 .765 31400 47540 27 41 100' 62? 50
7024 n ftO•362 X 2 • U25 .735 32130 46110 28 43650 62800vyffO K»y\y
8799 T no•378 X O /VI A2 .014 .760 24480 49570 26 322 00
8790 .JDS X •750 30120 45240 29 40100 60200
8799 X .730 29930 46160 26 41000 63200vV
7021 .419 X 2 .019 .845 28560 46480 28 33750 54850
7024 •ooy X 79""? XT rrajfv 9"7 OoUUU
7021 .502 X 2.022 1.021 37580 57630 29 36800 56500
8798 .426 X 2.012 .860 3210 48780 30 37300 56750

H3at Size Area El.L. TJl.St
.
Slang. S3 . Su.
0021 .369 X 2.015 .740 30600 47970 24 41350 64700
0021 .3 58 X 2.021 .723 29760 45480 30 41000 62800
8797 .415 X 2.015 .840 303 50 48200 27 36150 57400
7024 .372 X 2 .032 .754 27400 42950 30 36400 56900'
7024 .358 X 2.025 .725 25830 41070 28 35600 56700
7021 .495 X 2.023 1.00 36420 55920 30 36400 55900
9894 .431 X 2.016 .868 32830 53510 25 37800 61800
7021 .373 X 2.042 .763 28840 43080 30 37800 56500
8799 .385 X 2.043 .775 31140 47900 24 40000 61550
7020 .432 X 2.021 .875 31490 52460 29 36000 60000
7021 .495 X 2.025 1.00 363 00 55510 29 36300 55500
8799 .375 X 2.016 .760 29150 48730 30 38300 64000
8799 .375 X 2.020 .758 30840 45210 30 40700 59600
3588 .442 X 2.028 .884 33970 50860 31 37900 57500
8797 .492 X 1.518 .745 25750 39120 32 34500 52500
9903 .560 X 1.534 .857 31140 50170 26 36300 58500
0020 .422 X 2.011 .850 33650 50120 30 39600 59000
8799 .384 X 2.011 .773 28340 43950 29 36600 56700
8799 .571 X 2.024 1.155 40350 68060 28 34900 58750
8799 .4 50 X 2.019 .788 36380 56830 29 41000 72000
9903 .486 X 2.028 .988 35060 53420 29 35500 54000
3588 .437 X 2.020 .895 31000 49090 27 35000 55500
9903 .430 X 2.040 .890 31330 47960 30 35200 53300
8799 .388 X 2.020 .785 29910 47610 27 38200 60500
8799 .374 X 2.026 .760 30900 47660 28 40600 62600
0020 .433 X 1.529 .667 26600 36900 32 40000 55500
9897 .465 X 2.016 .936 33200 49310 35 3 5300 52500

Heat Size Area El .L
.
Ul .St . Elong. S3 . Su.
3588 v O . \JCj - J .935 33550 58570 31 35900 62600
8799 44^ YA ^ *>1 G .895 34970 59180 24 38900 66000
8799 44,7 YA ? 01 ^ .900 34350 57490 24 38200 63700
9889 4?7 A ? 01
3
.860 29230 48150 25 34000 50000
8798 4PV Y O . VJCj ' ) .855 28790 49220 21 33600 57500
8798 .428 VA 2 .020 .865 29860 52230 31 34500 60400
7021 ft YA 2 01^ 1.04 39780 66600 26 38200 64000
9903 43 5 Y .670 32750 52190 30 48800 78000
9903 441 A 2 .032 .895 33310 50210 31 37200 56000
9903 403 Y 2 .023 .815 34720 53440 29 42500 65500
9903 41 5 YA 2 004 1 .00 32580 51900 27 32580 51900
6751 503 YA 2.002 1.03 38340 61460 28 37200 59600
7027 Y 2 026 1.04 37250 57300 35800 55000
8797 446 YA 2.016 9.00 36660 48690 29 40600 51600
8798 .631• -L YA 2 .021*-/ • \Jt~j JL 1.28 48890 78170 27 38000 61000
3588 S6Q YA 1.15 40500 63090 32 35200 55000
7021 51 4 YA l2 01 fi 1.03 33220 55550 31 32200 61300
8798 531 YA 1.08 46060 64120 28 42500 59400
5612 • # -LO Y 2 015 1.43 48100 76550 29 33700 53 500
3588 .618 x 2 . 023 1.25 51670 77230 28 41350 61800
7027 .701 YA 2 .013 1.418 49990 77160 30 35200 54500
0020 .631• v> JL YA 2 006 1.27 43360 72040 31 34200 56800
8795 .520 X 2.007 1.241 49310 67280 31 39700 54300
8797 .427 X 2.058 .881 31330 46030 31 35500 52200
5612 .671 X 2.020 1.36 49310 79000 26 36250 58050
3588 .571 X 2.020 1.159 58660 68300 26 50600 59100
1
Haat SiZ3 Area 31. L. Ul .St
.
El eng. S3. Sd.
8797 .452 X 2.028 .918 32070 46470 33 35000 50500
7027 .594 X 2.011 1.20 39610 69100 30 36000 57600
0020 .700 X 2 .020 1.414 48590 82330 29 34400 58400
8797 .631 X 2.018 1 .28 44510 71650 28 34800 56000
5612 .685 X 2.011 1.38 45750 74190 27 33180 538O0
6612 .754 X 2 .013 1 .52 49790 83030 29 32800 54600
5612 .680 X 2.027 1.38 47950 77690 29 34600 56300
9893 .623 X 2.025 1.26 46130 76260 29 36600 60500
7021 .500 X 2.031 1.015 34920 55950 31 34400 55000
7027 .485 X 2.019 .980 37290 57980 30 38000 59050
0020 .698 X 2.018 1.415 52360 84900 27 37000 60000
9894 .768 X 2.011 1.55 60440 96590 27 39000 62400
8798 .611 X 2.023 1.241 42440 68670 30 34000 55100
7021 .500 X 2.020 1.01 34840 57280 29 34200 56600
8797 .437 X 2.021 .888 32930 47540 30 37500 54050
9893 .382 X 2 .026 .775 29060 46840 30 37600 60200
.562 X 2.027 1 14 37880 66360 %J>%J
Carbon .18
9899 .219 X 2.005 .440 19060 26750 28 43400 60900
5615 .305 X 2.043 .615 24760 37780 28 40300 61200
5615 .214 X 2.024 .434 21880 27590 28 50200 63800
3785 .245 X 2.000 .490 23950 31900 27 48900 65000
5618 .222 X 2.015 .446 20620 24960 32 46000 55900
9899 .253 X 2.013 .510 22310 33340 28 43500 65200
5618 .280 X 2.022 .566 25080 36990 24 44400 65000
5615 .340 X 2.053 .690 26470 39780 33 38600 57600

61.





6763 .348 x 2 .004 .705 27480 45120 28 38900 64100
3582 .339 x 2.018 .685 33660 46500 25 49000 68000
3586 .327 x 2 . 075 .678 26970 41180 30 39700 61900
3582 .362 x 2 .024 .734 27970 44440 30 37900 60200
3582 .344 x 2.020 .695 29270 48360 22 42000 69400
9958 .375 x 2.000 .750 32440 49360 25 43400 65800
3596 .385 X 2.012 .776 29400 47160* 28 37800 60900
3582 .379 X 2.018 .765 30620 51890 27 40000 67900
9899' .350 X 2.019 .706 29300 41670 29 41600 59100
0021 .358 x 2.011 .720 30560 45540 27 42540 63200
3 586 .386 x 2.015 .777 29430 47180 30 37800 60900
3582 .375 x 2.020 .758 32200 51330 26 42500 68000
7045 .455 x 2.007 .914 38270 54330 29 41900 59300
9900 .439 x 1*526 .670 33980 39610 30 50400 59100
3582 .346 x 2.019 .698 29770 45720 42500 65500
9900 .413 x 2.024 .839 31290 51600 30 37200 61500
9900 .415 x 2.028 .483 32550 51620 28 38500 61000
3582 .342 x 2.016 .687 30700 47820 25 44800 69900
4511 .347 x 2.018 .700 274 70 40600 28 39300 58200
3812 .407" x 2.023 .825 33260 57650 27 40400 69900
3582 .343 x 2.020 .695 30170 47160 23 43400 68000
8795 .362 X 2.010 .728 28350 44270 30 39000 60800
7023 .369 x 2.024 .747 31380 47350 27 42000 63400
9899 .367 X 2.014 .738 30460 42330 30 41350 57500
9899 .355 X 2.020 .718 27330 42480 29 38000 59000
1494 .386 X 1.520 .587 23 580 34810 29 40000 59000-

Heat Size Area El.L. Ul.St. Slong. Se . Sa .
3582 T T7mO (O X o AonCj • \JcAi .755 30650 46210 30 40650 60000
5615 tJOO X c, • U2 U .720 27300 40650 29 38000 57500
7023 • 37 ( X o m /i& .UJ.4 .758 31370 48550 24 41350 64000
7023 A A T•441 X 6mO± 1 .889 30640 49470 30 34500 55600
3 582 *X O X .755 30410 50080 27 40300 66300
3582 • 6/1 X o m oc • UX<£. .746 34170 48540 28 45750 63600
1494 .345 X i .519 1 .524 21460 31600 29 41000 60400
1508 Ai A R X c. .UUU .890 35340 55710 27 39700 62500
9900 ATA.434 X • UOo .880 32950 52960 32 37400 59350
1494 7/17•343 X 1 • 519 .520 25230 31890 28 48500 61300
9958 .3 16 X *s .U15 .750 33490 49730 21 45000 66300
7023 .351 X <S .011 .706 33860 40730 31 47850 67500
5615 rz «o X /5 • UlO .729 33310 47830 45800 65600
9900 /I A ft»44o X iS • U6tJ .903 34920 53550 32 38600 59250
3582 •«5 /U X o r\~\ «*i . UXO .745 31080 46860 28 41700 62800
3582 *X Of ft X c> • UX / .757 29180 4524 28 38500 59750
9900 /til•4XX X .834 31490 51250 29 3&300 61500
9916 /IT Q.41o X 46 .ULL / .843 35180 50590 28 41700 60000
9916 /(in, X c. .UXO .842 30000 51830 28 35600 60800
3582 t ftrv X <o .UX / .744 33310 46130 25 44800 62050
9900 AT A X .838 34330 51780 27 41000 61800
9915 • «5D4 X <o • UUX .710 283 70 41160 29 39800 58000
7023 .367 X 2.019 .741 32800 48210 25 44100 64900
7045 .478 X 2.020 .966 39730 61820 28 41000 63900
5615 .492 X 2.009 .990 36330 58920 25 36600 59400
9900 .375 X 2.033 .761 30110 47150 28 39500 61900

33.
Heat Size Area El .L. Ul.St. Slong. Se . Su.
9916 .430 x 1.990 .855 31190 46530 32 36400 54400
4521 .500 x 2 .003 1.00 42530 65170 27 42530 65170
7023 .3 50 x 2.013 .7 50 255G0 41920 28 34000 56000
4511 .551 x 2.016 1.12 44070 66970 28 39300 59900
5214 .551 x 2.016 1.06 41180 69810 29 39500 65800
7045 .483 x 1 .996 .972 38190 60200 25 38900 61200
9915 .557 x 2.001 1.11 43260 64890 31 38100 58100
9900 .593 x 2.001 1.19 40590 73070 29 34000 61900
7023 .570 X 2.013 1.15 42400 69380 29 36900 60200
5621 .491 x 2 .013 .990 38750 62370 25 39000 62900
7023 .572 x 2.010 1.15 45650 71210 25 39600 62000
4028 .552 x 2.023 1.12 42480 72650 25 37900 65000
0017 .589 x 1.506 .886 32850 50050 31 37 000 56600
1508 .568 X 2.024 1.15 39600 67000 30 34400 58100
0017 .588 X 2.008 1.18 42110 68540 30 35600 58000
9915 .604 X 2.004 1.21 48500 78480 24 40200 65000
6765 .631 X 2.009 1.27 48460 75380 26 3 8000 59100
Carbon .19
1491 .317 x 2 .010 .636 35900 42360 21 56100 66200
6742 .343 X 2.008 .689 29630 42760 25 43000 62000
7025 .285 X 2.022 .576 26410 38040 25 45800 66100
7075 .283' x 2.027 .575 29680 36200 28 51500 63000
8800 .291 X 2.022 .590 26730 38210 28 45450 649 00
1491 .319 X 2.011 .641 33950 41660 25 52800 64800
7025 .380 X 2.014 .754 32340 48330 28 4280 65400
7021 .389 X 2.019 .685 29610 45100 29 43300 55800

Heat Size Area Sl.L. Ul.St
.
Elong. S3. Su.
9892 •OaO X c, • Ol / .773 39500 49780 27 51000 64300
9892 .J OD X .678 32870 49580 26 48500 73000
1495 orz o• 2o<s X o ao q .465 25720 32200 25 55300 67000
9892 »OrtO V"A ° mo .598 29100 43650 27 41800 62600
9892 •o Oft A X • oo t .560 23600 34940 24 42000 62300
9892 • o oo A .738 34730 47170 26 42000 64000
9892 •OOl X .711 31360 48100 25 44000 67500
9892 T r~ X O Al £52 . Olo .717 34590 45810 26 48200 63800
8800 •352 X 2 • 02o .713 29630 46270 26 41500 64800
0021 t ^»•ooo X O AT. O .730 38300 48200 25 52500 66000
8800 "x oa X o m a .750 31690 47820 27 42000 63600
3581 Jo Jo X o ao .760 30910 48220 27 40600 63300
5610 rrno•372 X o e\~\ o*J . Ol 8 .750 31200 45560 30 41500 60800
9892 •365 X 1 .520 .555 21820 32280 27 39300 56200
9892 .348 X O AO A2 .020 .704 28380 44340 27 403 00 63000
9892 •3ol X O AOO .730 29580 47250 23 40000 63800
5610 /l OT.421 X O AT C2 .015 .846 37980 49400 30 44800 58300
3 583 •Job X T COT .559 21180 30710 24 37800 55000
6742 'X CQ X O AAO• OO / .720 27340 42000 27 27900 58300
6742 .JDO X O AOO .740 29080 45630 26 39300 61600
9540 •O OO X O AT A .718 31030 43460 25 43300 60500
9892 • O OD X O AT A .717 29080 43570 26 39200 60800
3581 .362 X 2.017 .730 30430 47220 27 41600 64600
9892 .354 X 2.018 .715 28340 43250 27 39600 60500
7019 .366 X 2.005 .73 6 29080 45870 27 39500 62400
7019 .366 X 2.010 .736 29470 47060 26 40000 64000

Heat Size Area El.L. Ul.St. Slong. Se. Su.
3 583 ."341 J\ 2 .Q16 .687 25950 38310 28 37800 56000
5610 .33-4 Y 2.007 .671 26140 38380 28 38900 57100
7028 V 1 .529 .545 23420 36420 24 43100 667 00
4518 366 2 .022 .742 31300 51500 24 40800 69400
3683 "33? Y 2 Gift .650 27770 40310 28 42600 62000
3583 420 YA. 2 . 01
3
.846 35390 48760 28 41800 57800
6746 373 Y ? onCj • w_L J_ .750 30590 46080 28 40200 61500
9892 .363 Y 2 .020 .712 30540 47070 26 42200 66200
7031 43 2 021 .870 35070 55630 27 40300 63900
5618 .368 2.017 .742 26680 42390 25 36000 57000
1491 V 2 Ol 3 .741 31620 42320 30 42600 57000
1491 .360 2 .016 .725 30170 44800 27 41500 62000
9892 .363 x 2 .023 .716 29190 45180 26 40700 63000
9892 .351 x 2.016 .707 26790 43100 29 37900 61000
9892 .378 x 2 .017 .761 29380 49280 27 38500 64500
8800 .362 xw 2 .016 .730 31250 51910 24 42800 71100
0027 .380 X 2. ©30 .770 31280 47710 29 40700 61900
5635 .484 X 2.031 .985 37980 59450 24 38600 60400
0026 .371 X 2 . 018 .749 31600 52260 28 42100 70000
6745 .504 X 2.034 1.03 41450 67490 18 40500 65500
Carbon .20
9895 .302 x 2.083 .629 39610 45780 20 63000 72500
4512 .285 X 2.028 .578 243 00 30160 34 40300 52300
1504 .3 00 X 2.025 .610 26680 38590 26 42000 633 00
4508 .344 X 2.029 .697 27370 46890 27 39200 67200
4507 .342 X 2.011 .686 27550 44000 26 40000 64000

J6
Heat Size Area El .L. Ul.St
.
Eleng. Se. Su.
4507 .389 x 2.012 .780 32160 50540 28 41100 64800
9897 .395 X 2.023 .798 307 00 46600 27 38500 58500
4520 .354 X 2.005 .710 27380 45120 28 38500 63600
8800 .374 x 2.035 .759 29600 47000 18 39000 62000
4904 .373 x 2.019 .755 28260 28850 28 37400 51500
9897 .370 x 2.019 .745 30970 44580 29 41500 59900
9897 .367 x 2.040 .745 30150 48510 25 40500 65000
2407 x 2.030 .890 32640 58360 23 36800 65500
4508 .429 x 2.030 .870 35590 54400 27 40800 62500
2407 .450 x 2.020 .910 34110 60280 27 37500 66300
3587 .439 x 2.024 .889 31390 50200 29 35300 56000
4507 .466 x 2.040 .950 35640 62670 27 36500 66000
3587 .453 x 2 .027 .926 34170 58650 27 36800 63300
2407 .426 X 2.020 .860 32690 57970 26 37900 67400
0012 .428 X 2.008 .860 31390 51550 28 36400 59900
2407 .440 X 2.000 .880 32670 58130 25 37000 66100
2407 .452 X 2.016 .910 32520 57800 26 35600 63500
Cart) on .21
9875 .336 x 2.010 .675 24970 39360 25 36600 58000
7022 .349 X 2.018 .703 27180 41440 27 38700 59000
9892 .358 X 2.021 .725 28660 43470 27 39500 60000
3 585 .339 X 2.026 .685 26000 39000 30 37900 57000
7022 .348 X 2.028 .716 287GC 44940 27 40400 62800
7022 .3 53 X 2.028 .715 25730 41470 31 36000 58000
6744 .373 X 2.024 .750 30000 48160 25 39900 63800




Heat Size Area Ei.L. Ul.St. Blong. Se . Su.
1493 .370 X 2.018 .747 28060 45270 22 37700 60200
7022 .344 X 2 .027 .699 26310 40000 31 37600 57200
7022 .352 X 2 .015 .710 27260 43330 26 39100 61000
6744 .371 X 2 .030 .688 29790 45520 29 39400 60200
0025 .350 X 2.013 .705 27800 38650 30 39300 55000
6744 .375 X 2.013 .757 31280 48300 28 41400 64000
1493 .353 X 2.020 .713 29880 44440 28 41900 62100
7022 .344 X 2.027 .699 26310 4O000 31 37600 57200
7022 .352 X 2 .015 .710 27260 43330 26 39100 61000
6744 .371 X 2 .030 .754 29790 45520 29 39400 60200
0025 .350 X 2.013 .705 27800 38650 30 39300 55000
6744 .375 X 2.013 .757 31280 48300 28 41400 64000
1493 .353 X 2 .020 .713 29880 44440 28 41900 62100
7022 .348 X 2.016 .702 29000 42720 27 41300 60600
1514 .358 X 2.018 .724 27820 41000 30 38500 56600
3593 .423 X 2.034 .862 34020 50160 31 39700 58900
7022 .409 X 2.034 .820 28960 50770 28 35400 61900
1493 .420 X 2.020 .850 30100 5323 27 35500 62800
7022 .408 X 2.030 .830 28080 47440 25 34600 57000
Carbon .22
7026 *3 'x a. X O C\~\ Dc, • U± / .476 19030 29320 28 40500 61500
7028 *Z CQ• «5o8 X l.Oob .550 23280 37100 27 42300 67500
7028 .365 x 2.000 .737 27100 48600 27 38000 68300
4519 .363 X 2.032 .735 29490 49440 26 40000 67200
1502 .363 X 2.000 .725 28390 43330 11 39100 59800
6666 .300 X 2.024 6.072 25380 39030 27 41700 64800

3d.
Size JrkL c?Ca L_i JL • . J • m st 1 -IL v/x I m Sa - Su
.
.360 X 2.031 77"] 2 '9120 48220 27 39700 65800
.421 X 2.003 .846 28850 51220 33 34000 60400
.404 X 2.018 Rl S B3760 23 32500 65500
QRQ1
.418 X 2.021 R4B 31 OOO 505AOOP wtjr * vy 31 36800%jf \y v»y \y vy 59800
AST Q
.483 X 2.031 -970 35540 55220 30 36600 57000
.420 X 2.007 841 3ARR0 55520U t-lU t-/ V-/ 25ty 41400 66000
1 802X duo .442 X 2.029 3 57 00 54270 30 39700 60500
27QQ'Ct<J «70 .413 X 1.509 .621 281 50 39900 26 45Q00 64100
QiRQl
.415 X 2.007 . 83 37740 55100 Cj cjt' 40S00 66400
.418 X 2.018 R77 771 ^O Rl 7B0 61 BOO
QR9"I .419 X 2.011 RAP 7 7200 B27}60 "3 9*3 00 62OO0\J Cj \J\J \J
.408 X 2.030 R70 bi 7.noOi.t/ \y\y 28 "^6000 66BOO
.421 X 2.012 RAB «J TrU w Vy B6 9 7<D; 9B at rino*±JLUUU
1502 .442 X 2.023 .882 37460 55340 28 42500 62500
5552 .386 X 2.000 .771 32840 53030 25 42500 68600
.389' X 2.012 7R9 33790 52910 9B A79OO 67ROO
Carbon .23
6750 .291 X 2.021 BR9 25740 39490 24 47700 67000
67BO .286 X 2.023 BRO 27940 37570 16JL W 48O00 64700
6750 .291 X 2.026 590 24880 39300 14 422O0 66500V/w ty V-/vy
6746 .302 X 2.028 .614 26790 34700 28 43600 56500
0045 .700 28880 42460 30 41200 60600
4510 .356 X 1.525 .543 22630 36000 41700 66000
4520 .347 X 1.535 .532 21060 30510 32 39600 57200
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